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ABSTRACT

Image-based measurement systems have been used in various surveying applications for several years. Unfortunately, most of such
systems required artificial targets defining object points.To overcome this restriction the texture on the surface of the object can be used
to find interesting points. However, well-trained “measurement experts” are required to operate such a measurement system. In order
to make such systems easy to use even for non-experts, we extend it by a knowledge-based component which supports the operator.
Automatic decision making can be done on the basis of features extracted from the images; we use histogram and Haralick features. We
have conducted extensive experiments with the knowledge-based system on about 120 pictures showing different kinds ofbuildings.
The system yields good results and shows a reasonable performance. The relative small number of necessary rules would permit to
implement the whole knowledge base as a embedded system in the videometric system. We report on the architecture and functionality
of the respective knowledge-based system, its developmentstage and the promising results obtained in experimentation.

1 INTRODUCTION

Videotheodolites, the combination of CCD cameras and motor-
ized theodolites, have been working successfully in several areas
of high precision 3D measuring for nearly twenty years. High
precision online 3D measuring is required for many applications,
among others: monitoring of displacements (buildings, produced
workpieces, and others), quality control for production lines or
hazardous site surveying. In the past online 3D object measuring
by means of image-based measurement systems required artifi-
cial targets defining the points on the objects to be monitored. To
overcome these restrictions at the Vienna University of Technol-
ogy several research projects have been executed.

The key element of the first developed system (Roic, 1996) was
image processing software that supports the operator to find“nat-
ural targets”. The operator has to choose the image processing
steps and to analyse whether the processed images can be used
as targets. The result of this first development step was a non-
automatic (interactive) measurement system.

The objective of the second step was to develop a semi-automatic
measurement system. This was realized by using videotheodo-
lites in a master and slave mode. The master-theodolite scans
the object while the slave-theodolite tracks it by automatically
searching for homologous regions. Two scanning methods were
developed: scanning with apoint detection algorithm(Mischke
et al., 1997) and scanning with differentgrid-line methods(Kah-
men et al., 2001).

Recently, research interest in the area of image-based measure-
ment systems has been increased. Most notably the works done
by Walser et al. (2003), Walser (2004), Wasmeier (2003) and
Topcon (2006). The central topic of all these image-based mea-
surement systems is the calculation of 3D object coordinates from
2D image coordinates for subsequent processing steps.

Our measurement system is a combination of different compo-
nents: sensors (videotheodolites used as image sensors), acom-
puter system, software (control system, image processing and de-
cision system) and accessories. Image sensors used to capture

data are two videotheodolites Leica TM3000V. A videotheodo-
lite has a CCD camera in its optical path. Images of the telescope
field are projected onto the camera’s CCD chip. It is possibleto
project the images from the telescope’s image plane to the CCD
array or to switch to a special wide-angle optical system (9×12◦)
to produce a general view of the object. The wide-angle view is
only used for approximate target finding. The horizontal andver-
tical axes carrying the telescope and the CCD cameras are driven
by motors, which are controlled by a computer. More details
about the image sensors can be found in (Mischke et al., 1997).

The disadvantage of such online measurement systems is the re-
quirement for a well-trained “measurement expert” who has to
have certain skills and experience to properly handle the complex
system. From image capturing to point measuring a series of
actions and decision makings have to be performed. Reliableau-
tomatic or semi-automatic object surveying will be only possible
if all the knowledge about the measurement system is available
and included in a suitable decision system.

The main goal of our current development step is to automate
different decision makings (up to now done by the user) in the
course of the measurement process. This is done by the integra-
tion of aknowledge-based decision system1.

In this paper we describe the development of a decision system
which supports the operator when making the following deci-
sions:

1Programs which emulate human expertise in well defined problem
domains are called knowledge-based systems (Stefik, 1998).The ad-
vantages of knowledge-based systems in comparison with conventional
programming languages, such as Delphi, Fortran and C++ are:(1) the
knowledge about the problem domain is separated from general problem-
solving knowledge (makes it easier for the knowledge engineer to ma-
nipulate this knowledge); (2) not only “hard” knowledge canbe rep-
resented, but also “loose” knowledge (useful and potentially very prof-
itable); (3) experts-knowledge, existing very often in form of rules, can
be captured in this form without converting into forests of data definitions
and procedures.
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• selection of suitable image preprocessing algorithms,

• selection of suitable point detection algorithms (interest op-
erators) and

• point filtering.

Due to the complexity of these tasks, fully automatic decision-
making is not operational. For this reason our approach is an
automatic decision-system with integrated user-interaction. The
application of the developed measurement system is focusedon
building (facades) displacement-monitoring. The extension to
other object types is envisaged.

In an image-based measurement system (such as described here),
all decisions have to be done on the basis of the captured image
or on values which represent this image. Using the whole image
as input is not suited for an online measurement system (because
of processing time). For this reason we use appropriate values
as input for the decision system. The process for extractingthese
values from the image is calledimage analysisand will be content
of the next section.

2 IMAGE ANALYSIS

2.1 Image and object features

In our work the goal of image analysis is to extract information
needed as input for the knowledge-based decision system. Image
analysis is one of the most critical tasks and bottlenecks inthe
processing chain of an online working system; low calculation
effort is a basic requirement. For the image analysis procedure
we use thestatistical techniques. Additionally we collect some
object featuresby different user-queries.Statistical techniques
characterize texture by the statistical properties of the grey-levels
of the points comprising a surface. These properties are com-
puted from the grey-level histogram by simple mathematicalrou-
tines. Statistical techniqueshave low calculation effort and are
therefore suitable methods for an online system, by which fast
execution of image analysis is necessary. We use two types of
statistical image analysis techniques: histogram featureandHar-
alick feature extraction.

Histogram Features: The histogram of an image is a plot of the
grey-level values versus the number of pixels at that value.It can
be utilized to generate a class of image features (histogramfea-
tures). The shape of an image histogram provides a large amount
of information about the character of the image; e.g. a narrowly
distributed histogram indicates a low-contrast image while a bi-
modal histogram suggests regions of different brightness (Pratt,
1978).

Based on the histogram, several features can be formulated.We
usemean (M1), variance (M2) andskewness (M3) to describe
the shape of the image histogram.Mean is correlated to the
brightness of the image;variance (M2) is a measure of the aver-
age distance between each of a set of grey-levels and their mean
value and is therefore correlated to the contrast of the image;
skewness (M3) is a measure of the symmetry of distribution of
grey-levels around their mean and gives information about the
balance of bright and dark areas in the image. Details about the
used histogram features can be found in (Pratt, 1978; Sonka et
al., 1999).

Haralick Features: Haralick et al. (1993) proposed 13 measures
of textural features which are derived from the co-occurrence ma-
trices, a well-known statistical technique for texture feature ex-
traction. Texture is one of the most important defining character-
istics of an image. The grey-level co-occurrence matrix is the two
dimensional matrix of joint probabilitiesp (i, j) between pairs of
pixels, separated by a distanced in a given directionr. It is popu-
lar in texture description and builds on the repeated occurrence of
some grey-level configuration in the texture. We generate the co-
occurrence matrices and consequently the Haralick features for a
distanced = 1 and given directionsr = 0◦,45◦, 90◦, 135◦; ad-
ditionally we calculate the dedicated average values. Therefore
we receive13 × 5 Haralick Features.

Additional object features: As mentioned above, the applica-
tion of the developed measurement system is focused on build-
ing displacement-monitoring, especially on the monitoring of fa-
cades. In addition to the extracted image features (histogram fea-
tures and Haralick features), further information (of “nonmea-
surable” nature) about the image respectively object is collected
by different user-queries (e.g.:What kind of type is the facade?or
Are there any reflections on the object?). For each question sev-
eral answers are available; e.g. for the type of fassade:old build-
ing facade, new building facade, brick-lined facade and steel-
glass facade2; or for the strength of existing effects:none, slight,
middle, strong, very strong.

2.2 Abstraction of image features

To make the extracted numerical image features more suitable for
the knowledge-based decision system we use a special fuzzifica-
tion/abstraction procedure. This procedure translates the input
values (image features) into linguistic concepts, which are rep-
resented by abstraction (“fuzzy”) sets. This technique is not a
fuzzification in terms of definition; we use only non-overlapping
spring membership functions. The use of such an abstraction
procedure permits us to write decision rules in terms of easily-
understood word descriptors, rather than in terms of numerical
values.

All these collected values form theworking memory(WM) and
are the input for the knowledge-based decision systems. WM is a
collection ofworking memory elements, which itself are instanti-
ations of aworking memory type(WMT). WMTs can be consid-
ered asrecord declarations in PASCAL orstruct declarations
in C. An example of a WMT is as follows:

(deftemplate Stat_Moments
(slot nr (type INTEGER))
(slot M1 (type FLOAT))
(slot M1_f (type SYMBOL)

(allowed-symbols v_low low mid high v_high))
(slot M2 (type FLOAT))
(slot M2_f (type SYMBOL)

(allowed-symbols v_low low mid high v_high))
(slot M3 (type FLOAT))
(slot M3_f (type SYMBOL)

(allowed-symbols v_low_pos low_pos mid_pos
high_pos v_high_pos very_low_neg lown_neg
mid_neg high_neg very_high_neg)))

Stat Momentsis a WMT consisting of sevenslots, namelynr,
M1 (mean),M1 f (fuzzy value of mean),M2 (standard devia-
tion), M2 f (fuzzy value of standard derivation),M3 (skew) and
M3 f (fuzzy value of skew) respectively. The type of each slot
here is INTEGER, FLOAT or SYMBOL. SYMBOL means that a

2We have created these four facade types since most of existing build-
ings (for the central european culture) can be characterized by these types.
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symbol can be stored in the slots. The allowed symbols for each
of the slots are defined with “allowed-symbols”. Type checking
is performed during runtime in order to guarantee that the content
of a slot satisfies its definition.

After having explained the basic elements for the decision-making
process in the next sections we will describe the three developed
sub-systems (a system overview is shown in Figure 1):

• image preprocessing,

• point detection,

• point filtering.

Figure 1. System overview and data flow.

3 IMAGE PREPROCESSING

A necessary precondition for the successful application ofalgo-
rithms for findinginteresting points, is the “quality” of the im-
age. Image preprocessing operators work on the lowest levelof
abstraction, input and output are intensity images. Furthermore,
such operators do not increase the image information content, but
image preprocessing helps to suppress information that is not rel-
evant to the specific image processing or analysis task.

The following image preprocessing methods have been imple-
mented: histogram equalization, grey-level scaling (image bright-
ening / darkening), median filtering, gauss filtering, edge detec-
tion (Sobel, Prewitt and Roberts operator) and thresholding. These
algorithms are very simple and widely known in the field of im-
age processing; details about them can be found in (Pratt, 1978;
Sonka et al., 1999).

The knowledge-based decision system has to choose a single al-
gorithm or a combination of algorithms for image preprocess-
ing (including the necessary parameters) in order to improve the
image for the subsequent application ofinterest operators. This
choice is based on the extracted image features. At criticalpro-
cessing steps (e.g., edge detection, median filtering) the user has
the possibility to overrule the system decision.

The knowledge which was required to be included in this part of
the knowledge base was obtained in different ways: from techni-
cal literature (Pratt, 1978; Sonka et al., 1999), previous projects
(Kahmen et al., 2001; Mischke et al., 1997) and from experi-
ments. The acquired knowledge was converted into “If–Then-
Statements” (rules) followed by coding them for the used devel-
opment tool3.

3The knowledge-based system has been carried out in CLIPS, a pro-
ductive development tool which provides a complete environment for the
construction ofrule- and object-based systems(Clips, 2006)

The knowledge base (the part for the knowledge-based image
preprocessing system) is divided into three components, which
are (1) rules for the choice of suitable algorithms for imagepre-
processing, (2) rules for the predefinition of necessary parameters
and (3) rules to define the order of the algorithms.

An example of a very simple rule (for image brightening) is shown
in the following:

(defrule brightening
(Stat_Moments (M1_f v_low | low))
(Stat_Moments (M3_f mid_pos | high_pos | v_high_pos))

=>
(assert (state (brightening yes))))

A rule is divided into two parts, namely thelefthand side(LHS)
and therighthand side(RHS) with “⇒” separating both parts. In
the LHS, we formulate the preconditions of the rule, whereasin
the RHS, the actions are formulated. A rule can be applied (or
fired), if all its preconditions are satisfied; the actions specified
in the RHS are then executed. In our example here, we check
whether there is a WME of typeStat Momentswhere the contents
of M1 f -slot is “v low” or “low” and the one of slotM3 f equals
“mid pos”, “high pos” or “v high pos”.

The used development tool (CLIPS) contains algorithms for the
matching phase, i.e., the phase where all rules are checked against
all working memory elements. The result of this matching phase
is theconflict set, which includes all rule instances “ready to be
fired”. A conflict resolution strategyselects one rule instance
which is actually fired.

Up to now only a small number of image preprocessing algo-
rithms has been implemented. Therefore the knowledge base
could be kept propositionally simple and thus easily modifiable
and extensible.

We will provide a better understanding of this part of the system
by means of an example. The image in Figure 2a shows a highly
underexposed image.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. The underexposed image before and after image pre-
processing.

M1 M2 M3

55.600/v.low 18.390/v.low -0.7580/v.high neg.

Table 1. Extracted image features (Histogram Features) forFig-
ure 2a.

0◦ 45◦ 90◦

H1 0.004/high 0.003/high 0.004/high
H2 21.088/v.low 37.731/v.low 20.636/v.low
H5 0.443/high 0.374/mid. 0.463/high
H9 2.797/low 2.919/low 2.781/low

Table 2. Extracted image features (part of the Haralick Features)
for Figure 2a.
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First of all image analysis has to be done. The relevant imagefea-
tures and their fuzzy values are listed in Table 1 and 2. Due tothe
calculated image features the knowledge-based system chooses a
3× 3 median filtering4 and agrey-level scaling(image brighten-
ing). Now, the knowledge-based system gives the user the possi-
bility to overrule this decision (the user has the option to remove
themedian filterfrom thetask-list). For our example we assume
that the system decision remains unchanged. The processed im-
age is shown in Figure 2b. The application ofgrey-level scaling
results in a brighter image with increased contrast; themedian
filter has reduced the noise by smoothing the image. Useful de-
tails, like edges and corners, are now (after image preprocessing)
visible. If the user decides to remove themedian filterfrom the
task-listthe resulting image is nearly the same but contains more
noise.

4 POINT DETECTION

After having improved the visual appearance of an image by im-
age preprocessing, point finding in the image can follow. Pro-
cessing algorithms which extractinteresting points5 are called
interest operators(IOPs). They highlight points which can be
found easily by using correlation methods. There is a huge num-
ber ofinterest operators(Förstner et al., 1987; Harris et al., 1988;
Moravec, 1977; Paar et al., 2001), however nointerest operator
is suitable for all types of desired point detection. For this reason
we have implemented differentinterest operatorsin our system.

Schmid et al. (2000) differentiate three categories ofinterest op-
erators: (a) Contour based methodsextract contours in the im-
age and search for maxima curvature or inflexion points along
the contour chains; (b)Intensity based methodscompute mea-
surements directly from grey values that indicate the presence of
interesting points; (c) Parametric model based methodsfit a para-
metric intensity model to the signal.

The algorithms implemented in our system areintensity based
methods. These methods go back to the development done by
Moravec (1977). His detector is based on the auto-correlation
function of the signal. It measures the grey value differences
between a window and a window shifted in the four directions
parallel to the row and columns. An interest point is detected if
the minimum of these four directions is superior to a threshold
(Schmid et al., 2000). Today there are different improvements
and derivatives of theMoravecoperator. Among the most well-
known are the Förstner and the Harris operator, which represent
two methods implemented into our system. Additionally, we have
integrated theHierarchical Feature Vector Matching (HFVM) op-
erator, a development of theJoanneum Researchin Graz (Aus-
tria). A listing of the mathematical derivation and description of
the interest operatorscan be found in literature (Förstner et al.,
1987; Harris et al., 1988; Moravec, 1977; Schmid et al., 2000).

As we have explained in the introduction the application of the
developed measurement system is focused on monitoring of build-
ing facades. For such a process the facade has to be modeled
by choosing points in such a way that they characterize the ob-
ject. In a subsequent process step these points can be used for ob-
ject reconstruction or monitoring of movements and distortions.
Building facades elements (e.g. edges, windows, beams) canbe
represented by simple line geometry. Therefore the processof

4Median filtering was selected due to the existence of noise inthe
image – this noise was detected by the Haralick Features (Haralick et al.,
1993) and by user-queries (see Section 2.1).

5By “ interesting point” we mean any point in the image for which the
signal (the grey values of image pixels) changes two-dimensionally.

object modeling can be reduced on capturing points along such
lines respectively intersections of them. The knowledge-based
choice of suitableinterest operators, the order of application and
the necessary parameters are fitted according to this.

The knowledge to be included in this part of the decision sys-
tem was obtained by extensiveknowledge engineering. Only
few evaluation methods for point detection (resp. description) al-
gorithms can be found in the literature, cf. (Baker et al., 1999;
Bowyer et al., 1999; Mikolajczyk et al., 2004; Schmid et al.,
2000), among which the work by Schmid et al. (2000) on interest
operators (IOPs) is of particular importance for this paper. The
prevailing methods for evaluation are largely based on subjective
evaluation based on visual inspection and ground-truth verifica-
tion, as well as on objective criteria such as repeatabilityof infor-
mation content for images. A drawback of these methods is that
they neither account for the formation of the point cloud detected
by a point detection algorithm, nor for its localization accuracy.
Furthermore, human interpretation limits the complexity of the
image used for evaluation.

For these reasons we combine several methods for the evaluation
of interest operators: visual inspection, ground-truth verification
on the basis of good and bad areas (defined by the user), and a
new developed evaluation method. The novel criterion is based
on distances between sets of points and can be used as a comple-
mentary technique to the existing evaluation methods. Thistech-
nique allows to compare point detection algorithms very easily
and, moreover, in an objective but strongly application-oriented
way. We used about 120 images of building facades for the eval-
uation. These images are uniformly distributed over different
facade-types. Additionally to these evaluation methods a runtime
analysis was done. Details about the whole evaluation process
can be found in (Reiterer et al., 2006).

The collected evaluation results are the basis for the formulated
rules; also this rule base is divided into three groups of rules (see
Section 3). An example of a simple rule (for the Förstner opera-
tor) is shown in the following (part of the rule):

(defrule foerstner
(or (or (and (1_Haralick (H1_0_f low | v_low | mid))

(5_Haralick (H5_0_f low | v_low | mid)))
(and (1_Haralick (H1_90_f low | v_low | mid))

(5_Haralick (H5_90_f low | v_low | mid))))
... ))

=>
(assert (iop (foerstner yes))))

In the following we will continue the example shown in Section 3.
After image preprocessing the image properties have changed, so
that, before the knowledge-based system chooses a suitablealgo-
rithm for finding interest points, image analysis has to be done
again. The resulting image features for the image shown in Fig-
ure 2b are listed in Table 3 and 4.

M1 M2 M3

126.983/mid. 41.337/mid. -0.761/high neg.

Table 3. Extracted image features (Histogram Features) forFig-
ure 2b.

On the basis of the implemented rules the followinginterest op-
eratorsare selected6: the Förstner operator (withqmin = 0.2,
Wmin = 360 andR = 3) and the Harris operator (withσ = 1.0,
N0 = −0.04 andcornmin = 0.0018). Note: To undertstand the
selection by the rules please compare the above shown rule.

6A description of the parameter can be found in (Förstner et al., 1987;
Harris et al., 1988).
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0◦ 45◦ 90◦

H1 0.001/mid. 0.001/mid. 0.001/mid.
H2 68.037/low 126.912/mid. 61.911/low
H5 0.363/mid. 0.278/low 0.383/mid.
H9 3.305/mid. 3.467/mid. 3.283/mid.

Table 4. Extracted image features (part of the Haralick Features)
for Figure 2b.

In Figure 3a it can be seen thatinterest pointsare generally de-
tected on the regular structure of the object, only a small num-
ber of isolated single points are detected inside these “structure
lines”. These points result from local grey-level differences, like
“fault-pixels”. A more problematic area is the glass window,
where manyinterest pointsare caused by reflections. Changes
of parameter values for theinterest operatorswould remove the
undesirable points on the glass windows, as the desiredinterest
points, too (the grey-level differences in this area are the same
as those of the “structure lines” of the facade). Such undesirable
points can only be eliminated by a suitable point filtering tech-
nique.

5 POINT FILTERING

As we have described above, the knowledge-based system chooses
a suitableinterest operatoron the basis of the extracted image
features. In normal cases not only oneinterest operatorwill be
selected, but a group of suitable algorithms. Therefore in the
course of finding interest points, more than oneinterest opera-
tor will be applied. This results in single lists ofinterest points.

The point filter, which will be described in the following, has the
task to unite the single lists, to weight each points according to
certain rules and to remove points respectively point groups with
a certain weight.

Point reduction is necessary since, in spite of choosing suitable
algorithms for image preprocessing and forpoint detection, many
undesirable points are detected. Point detection has to be done
in such a way, that the extracted points characterize the object
in a suitable form. In case of facades the elementary structure
can be represented by a simple line geometry. Points detected
apart from this line structure (e.g. points inside glass windows)
are undesirable and not useful for subsequent process steps, like
object reconstruction or deformation analysis.

The filtering process will be done by means of two methods:
(1) point filtering on basis of defined rules (knowledge-based),
(2) point filtering on basis of user interaction (user-based).

5.1 Knowledge-based point filtering

The knowledge-based part of point filtering is based on (a) the
number of interest operatorswhich detect the same point and
(b) the “property-parameters” obtained from the corresponding
interest operator.

The first criterion is very simple, but effective. The point filter
scans all point lists (one point list for each appliedinterest oper-
ator) and weights each point in correspondence with the number
of interest operators, from which this point has been detected. In
practice this is a search routine which finds points with the same
co-ordinates in different point lists. The weights are fixedon the
basis of this simple coherence. The fundamental idea behindthis
filtering (weighting) process is that important points are detected
by more than oneinterest operator(in that case that more than
one has been applied).

The second criterionis based on “property-parameters” (avail-
able in our implementation) obtained from the corresponding in-
terest operatorfor each point. On the basis of these returned val-
ues we can formulate several rules for point filtering; in thesim-
plest case thresholding will be used. Points with returned values
less than the threshold values get a different weight from points
with returned values greater than or equal to the thresholds. In a
following process points with low weight can be removed.

5.2 User-based point filtering

The developed interactive point filter allows the user to choose
the points or point clouds to be removed. This selection process
is realized by means of a graphical user interaction. The user
has to draw a rectangular window in the graphical output. Points
inside these selected windows will be removed. In a final stepthe
user has the possibility to preserve only points respectively point
groups with a certain weight (weighted by the knowledge-based
part of filtering).

The resultinginterest pointsfor our example are shown in Fig-
ure 3b.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a)Interest pointsdetected with the Förstner and the
Harris operator; (b) Final result after image preprocessing, appli-
cation ofinterest operatorsand point filtering.

It should be noted that the whole developed point filtering tech-
nique is a very simple method, but an effective one with a lot of
potential for future extensions of the system.

6 DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work a new decision support system for an online video-
theodolite-based multisensor system has been described. The
main task of our development has been the automation of differ-
ent decision makings in the course of the measurement process.
The decision support system has been realized with a knowledge-
based approach. The separation of domain-knowledge from the
reasoning mechanism, one of the fundamental concepts of such
an approach, leads to the biggest advantages in comparison to
conventional software: the system is easily modifiable and exten-
sible.

To restrict the development process our measurement systemhas
been focused on monitoring of building facades. This objecttype
offers a wide range of structures and can be represented by simple
line geometry. Integrated knowledge, examples and simulations
have been fitted according to this.

The decision process is based on numerical/fuzzy values which
represent the decisive image features. For an online systema
fast execution of the image analysis process is necessary – in our
system this is done by statistical feature extraction techniques.
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The developed system presents a basic approach for an auto-
mated online videotheodolite-based multisensor system. In such
a system, the degree of automation can be very high, whereas by
decision-making, human interaction remains an important part of
the workflow even though the amount of decisions done by the
user can be reduced considerably to a minimum.

There are still many possibilities to improve the operability of the
system. The most interesting and important ones for the future
are:

• Improvement of the developed image preprocessing system
by integrating more algorithms, likecanny edge detectionor
theWiener noise reduction filter.

• The implemented knowledge-based point detection process
could be improved by expanding the usability of theinterest
operators.

• The developed point filter has a lot of potential for an im-
provement of the system. Rules which do not only filter
single points (by means of threshold values), but also regard
the constellation ofinterest points, like filtering of points
inside a glass window, could be implemented.

Beside the improvement of the system, the degree of automation
for the whole system should be increased by integrating other
sensors in the measurement process. A suggestive extensioncould
be the integration of 3D laser scanners. The data of the different
sensors have to be merged by a special data fusion process, which
could be knowledge-based. Such a system provides an immense
number of 3D data, both from the videotheodolite system and
from the laser scanner. This point cloud may be reduced by fil-
tering, even if not very effective. A new approach could build on
cognitive vision.

Such a new measurement system would benefit from the effi-
ciency of the 3D laser scanner, from the image information cap-
tured by the videotheodolites, and from the automation of deci-
sion processes basing on cognitive vision. The result wouldbe a
(semi) automated measurement system which is able to act and
react in a known environment to unknown situations.
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